Love Letter/Wine Box Ceremony
(can be used in place of Sand or Candle Ceremony)
(Person #1) and (Person #2) have chosen to include this love letter ceremony in today’s
proceedings.
Both (Person #1) and (Person #2) have taken the time to compose a letter addressed to the other.
Inside the letters are heartfelt words describing the couple’s feelings, their aspirations for the future,
and reasons why they have chosen to marry one another here today.
The letters have been sealed and neither have seen what the other has written.
These sealed letters will encapsulate the romance and sense of hope that you both are feeling at this
special time in your relationship.

(Couple may choose to read the letters aloud and then seal them)
(Sealed letters given to the officiant)
The letters, along with this bottle of wine and two goblets, will be locked into this special box
designed specifically for this purpose. You might display this box in a prominent location in your
home to remind yourselves about the commitment you have made here today.
Bride and Groom Repeat:
“I promise to respect and honour the commitments we have made here today and through
kindness and compassion achieve the life we have planned together.”
(Person #1) and (Person #2) will reopen and enjoy the contents of this box on the occasion of their
_____________ anniversary.
There is only one other time that you are able to unlock and partake in the contents of this box. If at
some point in the future, your relationship falters and you feel like you have lost your way, sit down
as a couple and open the box.
Uncork and enjoy the wine you have selected for the ceremony. Open the love letter that your
partner has written for you and carefully read or reread the contents.

It is my sincere hope that those of you who have witness this ceremony will understand the romantic
sentiments and words of commitment that the bride and groom have written to one another will
always serve as a gift beyond measure. May the letters always remind you of the love you have for
each other be it the fifth or fiftieth year of marriage.

